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Autonomous Collision Avoidance Tradespace Analysis for High-Speed Vessels

In this work, a tradespace was introduced allowing a weighted combination of a course change and speed change when deviating from the preferred velocity vector in protocol-constrained autonomous collision avoidance algorithms. A novel iterative geometry testing technique was introduced and key evaluation metrics were studied including the introduction of a protocol-compliance metric for collision avoidance scenarios. The performance metric results differed for high-speed vessels indicating a need for parameter tuning specific to high-speed vessels before applying collision avoidance algorithms tested on slower vessels.
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INTRODUCTION
The field of marine autonomy continues to grow quickly both in literature and practice. Academic, military, and commercial applications are seeing increasingly complex involvement of autonomous decision making as well as autonomous assistance to remote operators. While advances have been made in the application of proven collision avoidance techniques to the autonomous decision space, this paper identifies several areas to further inform autonomous collision avoidance algorithms for under-actuated vehicles including high-speed marine craft in both protocol and unconstrained encounters. This paper introduces three contributions to the field of autonomous collision avoidance. First, the consideration of iterative geometric testing that forces simultaneous combinations of differing protocol rules; second, the introduction of the patience parameter; and third, a recommended set of metrics for analyzing the autonomous collision avoidance design tradespace. This iterative geometric testing methodology for autonomous collision avoidance algorithms applies to both simulations and on-water testing. Iterative geometric testing demonstrates that results of collision avoidance algorithms for high-speed vessels differs from the results of the same algorithm for slower speed vehicles, especially as it applies to complex, multi-vehicle, multi-rule encounters within the constraint of protocol-based rules such as COLREGS (USCG). The patience parameter allows greater tradespace between slowing and altering course over the current literature and is applicable to both general mission planning and collision avoidance routines. The patience parameter and recommended metrics of analysis allow autonomous collision avoidance to more closely resemble manned vessel collision avoidance reasoning and assessment.

RECENT LITERATURE AND MOTIVATION
The traditional algorithm for determination of collision risk in autonomous vehicle literature is the velocity obstacle, which was first introduced by Fiorini. Alternative algorithms include direct calculation of the closest point of approach (CPA) (Benjamin; Choi), Voronoi diagrams (Lekkas), and potential force (Zeghal) among others. Comprehensive reviews (Campbell; Tam) of recent advances in autonomous collision avoidance algorithms demonstrate the growth and variety in the field. Alternatives to the traditional velocity obstacle include the Generalized Velocity Obstacle, Reciprocal and Generalized Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle (van den Berg), and the Hybrid Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle (Snape).

While the family of velocity obstacles is computationally inexpensive, the algorithms result in a simple “safe/unsafe” decision based on a priori determined collision distance and candidate velocity vector. Only determining if a maneuver is “safe/unsafe” rather than obtaining an explicit numeric value limits reasoning about a candidate velocity vector’s quantifiable level of “goodness” with respect to collision avoidance.

Experimentation has occurred in simulation and on-water environments using velocity obstacles. The state-of-the-art for protocol-based autonomous marine vehicle on-water experimentation is Kuwata (2014). Kuwata et al. showed that a velocity obstacle based autonomous collision avoidance algorithm could use organic sensors to reason about a real-time contact picture and select a protocol-appropriate maneuver without human guidance in limited on-water testing scenarios and geometric configurations.

The velocity obstacle provides a transformation from the absolute space to a relative velocity geometric space. Since the development of velocity obstacles in the early 1990s, advances to computing power and sampling algorithms have allowed computation of the explicit closest point of approach solution for candidate velocity vectors in real time.
Benjamin (2006) and Choi (2013) both examined CPA-based collision avoidance techniques. The CPA-based algorithm requires more computation resources than the velocity obstacle; however, CPA-based collision avoidance algorithms yield quantifiable information about each candidate velocity vector. In reasoning about more information than the velocity obstacle’s simple “safe/unsafe” value, the CPA-based method makes additional information about a collision avoidance scenario available to a multi-objective optimization solver thus allowing more informed decisions regarding overall mission priorities. In multi-objective autonomous design space, overall mission priorities include the mission objectives, navigational constraints, collision avoidance constraints, and other relevant operational input.

Sampling algorithms such as Interval Programming (Benjamin 2004) allow for intelligent exploration of a decision space to create a piecewise approximation to the underlying true objective function. Configuration parameters such as the number of sample points, the type of approximation refinement, and the desired mesh resolution allow for sufficient sampling precision without the costs of brute force (Benjamin 2009). With the recent improvements of intelligent sampling algorithms and computing power, the CPA-based techniques are becoming more practical.

Autonomous designers should be cognizant of the impacts of design decisions on safety. The compounded effects of various design decisions on the individual mission, navigational, and collision avoidance objective functions require extensive testing to validate and verify robust performance in extreme operating conditions. Understanding the effects of autonomous collision avoidance parameters is necessary to achieve intended performance characteristics. Discussion of identification and tuning of collision avoidance parameters is found in Woerner (2014).

Testing Geometries
Several examples of protocol based collision avoidance are found in the literature (Lee; Perera; Shah). Many of these authors studied single vehicle pairs at any given time. Of those studies examining multiple vehicles, the scenarios often appear in sequential single vehicle pairs such as a vessel crossing a wide sea-lane. Several simulation-based protocol tests have also been conducted recently though many are limited in their scope to near-canonical encounter geometries and limited simultaneous, multi-vehicle encounters. These geometrically canonical or otherwise constrained encounters often evaluate either orthogonal or parallel tracks. In most recent literature, these “multi-vehicle” test that occur in succession rather than simultaneous fashion limit the utility of rigorously testing the underlying collision avoidance algorithms. More interesting results occur when the algorithms are stressed with competing constraints of both protocol and operational importance.

Protocol Evaluation and Compliance
Protocol compliance is often asserted by authors in the collision avoidance realm with no metric of verification or validation. The term "compliance" is often used in the general context of COLREGS protocols to ambiguously describe only the power-driven vessel rules in nominal operating conditions (COLREGS Rules 13-17). Little discussion exists in the literature as to how protocols such as COLREGS should be examined for compliance for either human-controlled or autonomous vessels for the complete set of protocol requirements. The Rules are intentionally vague to allow a reasonably experienced human operator the flexibility to take the most appropriate action within the context of the Rules. There are no well-defined universally recognized rubrics to measure or grade any vessel on how best to be “compliant” with the protocol nor what protocol “compliance” means.

There are, however, extensive cases in admiralty law and practical experience of seasoned mariners that offer insight into means of shaping a framework for protocol evaluation. Literature pre-dating autonomous collision avoidance has consolidated many scenarios, lessons, and court rulings regarding collision avoidance on the seas (Cockcroft); however, many of these lessons are violated in recent academic literature on the subject due to the unintentional disregard of human-established customs and case law.

DISCUSSION
Similar to the watch officer of a human operated ship, the autonomous helm must appropriately balance the input of mission priorities, navigational constraints, and collision avoidance concerns. Depending on the particular combination of instantaneous environmental conditions, near term concerns, and long term objectives, the helm must appropriately choose a velocity vector that prioritizes the most effective and efficient maneuver. There is not necessarily one static set of conditions that always applies for prioritizing mission, navigation, and collision avoidance over one another. Similar to an officer standing a human operated watch, the autonomous helm must intelligently reason about the meaning of all data and priorities at its disposal while making a decision that will not result in thrashing or short term gain to the detriment of long term success. Multi-objective optimization is a common method for autonomous algorithms to reason about multiple competing demands for the autonomous helm’s attention.

A typical multi-objective optimization problem takes the form of Equation 1. The utility function, $f_i(x_1, ..., x_n)$, can describe any objective function including the mission(s), navigational constraints, or collision avoidance routines. The priority weights, $w_i$, for collision avoidance routines are often selected based on current range, distance at CPA, or time to closest point of approach with the contact.

$$\vec{x} = \text{argmax}_{\vec{x}} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (w_i \cdot f_i(\vec{x}))$$  

1
Autonomous helm designers often design utility functions for the competing objectives in a polar space of speed (radius) and course (angle). Selection of the final course-speed pair that constitutes a velocity vector will be made based on prioritization of objective functions subject to design choices and environmental parameters. The proper selection of these priority weights in complex scenarios is necessary but not sufficient to find an appropriate solution. Designing a mission’s objective function to appropriately relax its preference from its peak optimal value to “next best” alternatives is as much an art as a science. This relaxation must be achieved in a way consistent with mission priorities without being overly limiting when faced with heavily constrained collision avoidance or navigational environments.

**Patience Parameter**

One design tradespace for mission objective functions especially for high-speed craft lies in the preference to do one of three things when forced to deviate from the preferred velocity vector: maintain a near constant speed while altering course; maintain a near constant course while altering (usually slowing) speed; or selecting some weighted combination thereof. By more thoroughly examining the tradespace that exists between course and speed prioritization when deviating from a preferred velocity vector and understanding the consequence thereof on performance metrics in collision avoidance scenarios, one can more appropriately design and allow autonomous tuning of objective functions when collision avoidance routines are active.

An additional objective function design parameter is introduced that allows an active tradespace between constant course-dominated decisions (speed may vary) and constant speed-dominated decisions (course may vary). This paper demonstrates that the active tradespace between these two extremes greatly impacts the resulting performance metrics in multi-vessel, protocol-constrained, high-speed encounters.

Traditionally there has been little investigation in the literature to the effects on mission and collision avoidance performance when a choice must be made to deviate from preferred course and speed. In such algorithms, the preferred velocity vector is chosen based on mission priorities other than the collision avoidance procedure. Most velocity obstacle-based algorithms use a heuristic cost function to find the lowest cost deviation from an a priori selected velocity vector that represents the peak of the primary mission’s objective function. This velocity obstacle is used to either validate or eliminate the candidate vector from the decision space without adding additional performance insight to the decision. If a velocity obstacle eliminates the preferred velocity vector, the cost function’s least cost alternative does not necessarily recalculate the utility of this alternative velocity vector with respect to other mission priorities. This results in an often sub-optimal decision with respect to the global decision space for mission, navigation, and collision avoidance, especially when multiple competing objects are at play or metrics other than achieving a mission waypoint are considered.

A patience parameter allows the primary mission’s objective function alternative utilities when deviating from its preferred velocity vector by giving a weighted preference to either course or speed. By using multi-objective optimization with a non-binary collision avoidance decision space based on the resulting distance and/or pose at closest point of approach, intelligent compromise can be achieved to choose a velocity vector consistent with considerations of a human operator. This patience parameter, \( \nu \), spans from 1:99 to 99:1 giving the mission objective function designer wide latitude in tuning routines to behave as desired with respect to performance metrics (Equation 2; Fig 1).

\[
v = \frac{w_{\text{course}}}{w_{\text{speed}}}
\]

*where weights \( w_{\text{course}} + w_{\text{speed}} = 100\% $*

![Fig 1](image.png) This polar heat map shows course (angle) and speed (radius) for patience parameters with values of \( \nu = 30 $ (top) and \( \nu = 70 $ (bottom). Desirable velocities are dark red while less desirable velocities are blue. The bottom plot shows a strong desire to remain on course with less concern for speed. Both algorithms are trying to achieve a course of 180. The fuchsia point represents the peak value.
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Experimentation allowed observation of decision behavior for vehicles with patience parameter as a variable. Two such experiments of the same initial detection geometry and nearly identical instantaneous geometries illustrate the variation possible in the decision space. The geometry configuration for these objective functions is shown in Fig 2. The high-speed vessel’s objective functions for patience parameters of \( \nu = 30 \) (left column) and \( \nu = 70 \) (right column) are shown in Fig 3. These polar objective functions represent the high-speed vessel’s decision space. In this heat map of candidate velocity vectors, red is most desired while blue is least desired. Radius corresponds to desired velocity; maximum speed is represented by the outer edge of each circle. The polar angle corresponds to heading with North being vertical.

The combination of objective functions \( f(x) \) using Equation 1 corresponds to a collective objective function \( (x') \) according to priority weights \( w_i \). For this same initial geometric configuration, a snap shot of objective functions was taken at nearly identical points in the experiment.

The first row of objective functions represents collision avoidance for the high-speed vessel encountering slow speed vessel A. The second row of objective functions represents collision avoidance for the high-speed vessel encountering slow speed vessel B. Based on the time that this experiment was frozen, the objective functions are nearly identical for collision avoidance in the two variations of patience parameter.

The third row of objective functions represents the primary mission objective: transiting along track to the next waypoint. Note that this was the most prominent difference in the two experiments and was the primary variable of interest to each iterative geometric test. The \( \nu = 30 \) (left) experiment shows high desire to maintain speed at the cost of altering course. Likewise, the \( \nu = 70 \) (right) experiment shows a high desire to maintain course while allowing the vessel to slow as necessary.

![Instantaneous relative geometries](image1.png)  
**Fig 2** Instantaneous relative geometries are shown for comparison of the objective functions of **Fig 3** (range not to scale). The high-speed vessel is shown in red.

![High-speed vessel’s objective functions](image2.png)  
**Fig 3** The high-speed vessel’s objective functions for patience parameters of \( \nu = 30 \) (left column) and \( \nu = 70 \) (right column).
The final pair of objective functions represent the collective objective function based on the weighted summation of rows 1-3. This experiment demonstrates the variation of the chosen course-speed pairs as shown by a fuchsia dot on the cumulative objective function polar plot. The $v = 30$ vessel chose maximum speed at course $\approx 090; \text{the } v = 70 \text{ vessel chose near-zero speed while maintaining course.} \text{The resulting maneuvers caused significant reduction in temporal }$ efficiency (90% vs. 68%) while maintaining relatively high track efficiency (Fig 4). This exemplifies the need for tuning based on mission priorities. Comparisons of mean efficiency over all geometries are shown for both track and temporal.

The areas of slight variation seen in the angle of excluded (blue) decision space in objective functions for the high-speed vessel encountering slow speed vessel B (row 2) were not in regions of peak values (darkest red) for the collective objective function, and therefore valid for comparison.

![Efficiency Comparison of High-Speed Vessel for Same Initial Geometry](image)

**Fig 4** The efficiencies varied for the high-speed vessel depending on the patience parameter chosen. “Experiment” refers to Fig 3.

**Testing With Iterative Geometry**

To advance the canonical nature and relatively small variation of geometries found throughout the literature, a geometry generation scheme was developed and used for the testing of high-speed vessel encounters. Testing robustness vis-à-vis encounter geometry included generating iterative initial geometries using constant collision avoidance and primary mission algorithm configurations under the protocol constraints of COLREGS. These iterative geometries resulted in varying combinations of required protocol rules. After successive testing of a particular algorithm configuration over the desired geometries, analysis could determine the influence of initial geometry and/or protocol rule on the metrics of concern with the given settings. In this study, the performance metrics included measures of safety, protocol compliance, and efficiency (both spatial and temporal).

To create the specific geometry iterations for a design of experiments, the number of desired configurations was first selected. Initial speeds as well as the initial headings of the high-speed vessel were determined by design and used to seed the geometry generation for the slower vehicles. A baseline geometry configuration for the two slower vessels was assumed. This slower vessel baseline geometry was only nominal, however, as uniformly distributed noise was used to perturb the slower vessels’ initial headings. By inserting this variation for each of the two slower vessels, sufficient deviation from canonical cases could be achieved while still testing the general effects of the iterative high-speed vessel’s encounter geometries.

After determining the initial speed and heading of each vessel including noise, the vessels were placed at initial spatial coordinates such that maintaining their respective initial course and speed would result in simultaneous arrival at a shared point for all vessels (Fig 5). More than demonstrating that appropriate action was taken for a single rule, this placed vessels in situations where requirements of multiple rules conflict with one another and operational compromises must be made. A common tie-breaking scheme in the literature is to use time to CPA to choose which constraint to relax; in this geometry configuration, time to CPA is equivalent for all vehicles so a more elegant decision is required.

By repeating this experiment for several geometries of equally constrained initial conditions for collision, the nature of the autonomy’s scheme for resolving conflicting constraints for collision avoidance is forced to the surface. The true ability of the underlying collision avoidance algorithms to successfully reason about more complex scenarios of each rule set is also tested. Discovery of edge cases for particular rule pairs in one-on-one scenarios is not trivial; however, the edge case
search for discovering autonomous collision avoidance compromise requires advanced testing such as this. When properly designed, this iterative geometry scheme allows testing of the full geometry spectrum using multi-rule, multi-vessel scenarios in protocol-constrained environments.

**Metrics For Comparison**

Several metrics were used to allow a more full picture of the effects of design and configuration decisions on collision avoidance performance. These metrics are consistent with human operated ship driving considerations for complex encounters of multiple vehicles, multiple rules, navigational considerations, and simultaneous mission needs. The primary metrics used to analyze and assess performance included:

- Distance at CPA
- Pose at CPA
- Quantified protocol compliance
- Track efficiency
- Temporal efficiency

Safety was measured using a combination of range and pose at closest point of approach. Pose at CPA is little studied in the literature of autonomous vehicle collision avoidance, though is of high interest to manned operators. For example, assuming that two encounters occurred with the same CPA distance, a vessel that points a contact at CPA should feel more concern than a vessel who takes a contact down her preferred beam on parallel tracks.

Spatial efficiency (Equation 3) was calculated as the dimensionless ratio of “odometer” distance between waypoints and linear distance between waypoints (Equation 4).

\[
\eta_{temporal} = \frac{time_{nominal}}{time_{actual}}
\]

\[
\eta_{spatial} = \frac{dist_{nominal}}{dist_{actual}}
\]

While protocol compliance is arbitrarily asserted by many studies, no known work to date has quantified what it means to be protocol compliant. A first iteration of compliance quantification was designed and used for this work based on extensive analysis of admiralty law, current and former collision avoidance protocols (COLREGS and the evolution thereof), and input from real-world experienced operators on the high seas. While not yet a fully refined evaluation solution, this first iteration shows that extensive testing with some intelligently chosen combination of metrics yields insight as to the influence of underlying variables and unintended outcomes of collision avoidance protocols when heavily or over constrained conditions exist (e.g., multiple conflicting simultaneous collision avoidance protocols and mission objectives). The protocol compliance metric considers explicit protocol requirements, case law, best practices and lessons learned, and customs expected by human operators. Scores were assigned on a 0-100 scale.

Testing within this experiment was limited to power driven vessels in sight of each other. Assumptions for vessels operating in degraded sensing environments, non-power driven or special exemption status, and other advanced considerations should be incorporated into similarly challenging testing regimes that incorporate similar metrics for effectiveness. Testing and evaluating the full spectrum of protocol requirements outside COLREGS Rules 13-17 is especially important before fielding.

**RESULTS**

To thoroughly test the effects of initial geometry and the patience parameter on the performance metrics of high-speed vessels, a design of experiments was developed. Three vehicles existed on the course with no other vehicles or navigational constraints present; this scenario simulated an open-ocean interaction of three transiting vessels with extreme collision risk if no action were taken. Two of the vehicles were given speeds similar to transiting merchants that might be found on the open seas (12 and 17 knots). The third vehicle, a high-speed transiting vessel, was assigned a speed of 35 knots. The two slower craft were positioned such that they would nominally start in a crossing situation (Rules 15, 16, and 17 of COLREGS); however, their initial courses were each chosen using random noise of up to 20 degrees (10 degrees either port or starboard) to create non-canonical initial encounter geometry. The high-speed vessel started at headings chosen by the experiment designer nominally encompassing all 360 degrees. With the unique initial headings and vehicle speeds assigned for each experiment, the vessels were positioned at (x,y) coordinates such that without autonomous collision avoidance action, all three vehicles would collide simultaneously at the origin (Fig A1). Each vessel’s primary mission was to achieve the next navigational waypoint. The waypoint’s location was a point on the initial track line of each vessel such that the simultaneous collision point existed at one-third of initial track distance.

The experiment was iterated over varying levels of patience parameters ranging from 1 to 99 (11 steps total). This forced all three vehicles to be in stressing situations while allowing analysis of the underlying algorithm performance. All other collision avoidance tuning parameters were held constant. The experimental parameters included initial geometry, initial velocity, protocol rule combinations, and the vessel’s emphasis on prioritizing course over speed (or vice versa).
By forcing a multi-vehicle simultaneous encounter with sufficient bearing spread to require multiple rules, the autonomous solver was forced to choose velocity vectors that might ultimately conflict with the desires of the mission (here, achieving the next waypoint down track) and other collision avoidance rules required. As an example, a vessel might be in a stand-on situation with one contact and simultaneously be in a give-way situation with another contact. Robust testing scenarios such as this exercise the autonomous collision avoidance algorithms in ways that current literature does not discuss thus allowing a more thorough understanding of full spectrum response.

Specific maneuvering characteristics of the vessels were considered and values were chosen to be consistent with open ocean going vessels including turn radius, limiting accelerations, and similar parameters. These maneuvering characteristics were not varied as experimental parameters, and thus were not examined as part of the post-mission analysis. Future work should consider the influence of individual vessel constraints to collision avoidance algorithm design in conjunction with the parameters studied here.

**Temporal Efficiency Aggregate**
Mean and standard deviation were computed for each vessel’s performance over the aggregate of all iterative geometries for each patience parameter. Fig 6 shows a relatively high but decreasing mean temporal efficiency for the high-speed vehicle over increasing patience parameters. Examination of the standard deviation of temporal efficiency, however, shows an increasing spread in values (higher standard deviation) for the high-speed vessel as its patience parameter increases. The standard deviations of the slow speed vessels remained rather constant over the patience parameter domain (Fig 7). Wide variation was seen in the high-speed vessel’s temporal efficiency as patience parameter and geometry configurations changed (Fig 8).

**Track Efficiency Aggregate**
The mean track geometry was similar to that of temporal efficiency (Fig 9). The standard deviation of track efficiency showed that the high-speed vessel also had a positive correlation with the patience parameter (Fig 10). A deeper dive into each vessel’s performance resulting from iterated geometries is warranted for a more thorough understanding of spatial and temporal efficiency when tuning a collision avoidance algorithm, especially before applying an algorithm to a high-speed vessel.
Track efficiency results show high-speed vessel performance on par with one of the slow speed vessels.

A rising trend is seen in variability for the high-speed vessel as the patience parameter increases.

Safety Score By Rule
Safety was computed as a function of actual distance at CPA compared to threshold desired distances at CPA. This is similar to manned operations where a Captain’s guidance might say to take reasonable action to maintain all contacts outside a stated range while not allowing any contact to come within a closer stated range. A series of alerts and procedures of increasing action might be required the closer a contact comes to the exclusion range. In these experiments, vessels were all given similar detection ranges and preferred distances at CPA. The high-speed vessel had higher variability of distance at CPA than the lower speed vessels for various geometry and course-speed pair combinations as shown in the appendix (Figs A2-A3).

Examination of the resulting distance at CPA was considered as a metric for safety. While the data representing each vehicle’s CPA distance for each patience parameter helps inform refinement of individual collision avoidance behaviors, a means of examining overall performance was also desired. The average distance at CPA was computed for both the slow vehicles and the high-speed vehicle over all geometries and patience parameters. These data were then aggregated for each vessel; the mean (Fig 11) and standard deviation (Fig 12) of distance at CPA for all geometries was calculated for each patience parameter. While this aggregate data seems to show reasonably consistent results, the safety score by rule and geometry (Figs A2-A3) demonstrate the need to thoroughly examine testing data at the rule level as well as the aggregate level.

The mean of all geometries and all required protocol rules was determined for each vehicle and patience parameter.

The standard deviation of all geometries and all required protocol rules was determined for each vehicle and patience parameter.

Protocol Score By Rule
Protocol “compliance” for the isolated power-driven vessel rules was scored using techniques as described above. For certain rules, the high-speed vessel demonstrated a lower overall performance with respect to protocol (Fig 13) with an accompanying higher variation (Fig 14) when holding collision avoidance tuning parameters constant. Prior to fielding, methods such as iterative geometry testing should be used to exhaustively test collision avoidance algorithms for protocol compliance edge cases. In addition, this work has shown that an algorithm that performs well on a slow speed vessel requires tuning specific to a high-speed vessel before migrating the algorithm for use.
The high-speed vessel is shown to have a lower mean protocol score (averaged over all geometries) for most patience parameters indicating collision avoidance tuning specific to high-speed vessels is required.

The high-speed vessel is shown to have a higher standard deviation of protocol score for crossing give-way scenarios than the slower speed vessels. This is an indication of increased study being required for proper tuning before fielding.

CONCLUSIONS
Experimentation with high-speed vessels in protocol-constrained, multi-vehicle, multi-rule scenarios demonstrated that both geometry and patience parameters influenced key metrics of performance. Additional investigation is warranted for autonomous collision avoidance designers to determine the exact effects of encounter geometry and relaxation of over-constrained missions. Comparison of slow and high-speed vessels showed inconsistencies in performance that should be considered by high-speed collision avoidance algorithm designers especially when tuning for desired performance.

If considering pose as a primary factor in the quantification of safety and/or protocol compliance, designers should also consider pose as a factor in the selection of velocity vectors in collision avoidance scenario. This is a limitation of the current literature that warrants additional study into use of alternative collision avoidance techniques such as explicit CPA and pose calculations using smart sampling techniques.

The tuning of autonomous collision avoidance algorithms is a little-studied area. The effects of placing equivalent collision avoidance algorithms on both slow and high-speed vessels require further investigation before fielding. As demonstrated in the results section, several effects can be seen to cause pause when a designer arbitrarily assigns a collision avoidance or corresponding primary mission algorithm to a vessel for all initial speeds and encounter geometries. Rather, designers should use approaches similar to this to robustly test their algorithms to determine which variables require tuning specific to the real-time mission and collision avoidance scenario.
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Fig A1: The iterative geometry testing scheme consisted of eight configurations. The slow vessels (A & B) were placed in nominal crossing situations perturbed by +/- 10 degrees of heading noise. The high-speed vessel (C) started at various locations resulting in varying rule configurations.
Fig A2 Safety scores for crossing give-way scenarios are shown for each vehicle for varying geometry configurations and patience parameters. The high-speed vessel results had more significant low score outliers for specific geometry and patience parameter combinations. Certain encounter geometries for multi-vehicle scenarios could be well served from self-tuned patience parameters corresponding to higher safety scores (all else equal).
Safety scores for stand-on scenarios are shown for each vehicle for varying geometry configurations and patience parameters. The high-speed vessel results had lower average safety scores for specific geometry and patience parameter combinations.